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Senate Rejects Application Proposal
To National Student Association
Student Senate decided Tuesday
night to repeat the iproposal to
become affiliated with the National
Student Association. The meeting
was marked by controversy with
the final vote on the motion to
set up a committee to take steps
towards affiliation being defeated
12 to 9.
Senate President Dave Mouw organized the discussion of the problem into two areas: "what kiriti
of an organization is the National
Student Association and then what
would Hope College gain by affiliation with this group."
Senator Bob Donia reported on
some of the essentials of the organization and was followed up by
Senator Wes Michaelson. President Mouw then called on Ken
Walz who set out to "tell the
truth about the National Student
Association." Using as his source of
information a report on the NSA
by Young Americans for Freedom.
Walz described the organization as
"leftist, supported by the Communist party," and an organization
with "little internal democracy."
The controversy from this point
on raged concerning the points
which were raised by Walz' report. Many senators sought clarification or took exception to Walz'

Student Union
Open tonight 8-12 p.m.
Open Saturday 8-12 p.m.
Dancing after the game.
Hot food: hot dogs, hamburgers, toasted ham and cheese.

position.
The discussion then moved from
the NSA to how Hope College could
benefit by this alliance. Senator
Pete Paulsen was the most outspoken in this a r e a , commenting.
"If nothing else, we can benefit
solely from the scope and depth
of the NSA in relation to the problems we face on campus."
Paulsen moved that a committee
be set up "to take steps towards
further affiliation with the National Student Association." This was
defeated by a vote of 12 to 9.
Senator Larry Haverkamp resolved that we recommend to the
Intellectual Affairs Committee and
to other interested organizations
on campus that they become acquainted with an stimulate interest in the issues, both national and
local as set up by the NSA.
This motion was passed and was
the outgrowth of the feeling that
the present organizations on campus could bring any possible benefit to the campus without the affiliation with the National Student
Association.

Focus To Meet
The third bi-weekly session of
FOCUS talks will be held in the
Kletz lounge on Tuesday, March
3.
FOCUS (Focus On Communication and Understanding among
Students) is a series of studentcontrolled informal talks which
aim for better relations among
the races on campus.
The talks begin at 6:30 p.m.
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Swiss Economist To Lecture March 2
Renowned Swiss economist, Dr.
Albert Hunold, executive m e m b e r
of the Board of Directors of the
Swiss Institute of International
Studies in Zurich, will be a guest

Europe, Latin America and the
Near E a s t and has lectured in
English, French, German and Spanish at numerous universities.
Hunold is the author of numerous
books dealing with industrial development and Switzerland and the
broader question of economic liberty and international relations.
During the last three years the
Swiss Institute has hosted the Hope
College Vienna Summer School
group and on each occasion Dr.
Hunold addressed the students.
Hope students requested the Cul-

Deadline Extended to March 15
For VSS Scholarship Applicants

DR. ALBERT HUNOLD
of Hope College -March 2 - 7.
On Monday night at 8:15 p.m.
he will deliver a lecture on the
topic, "Western Philosophy and
Our Fight Against Totalitariani s m " in Winants Auditorium of
Graves Hall. The lecture is open
to the public f r e e of charge.
Dr. Hunold has served as secretary of the Zurich Stock Exchange
and the Zurich Bankers Association
and many other Swiss Economic
institutions.
He has travelled widely in

The deadline for applications for
the Vienna Summer School in the
areas of science, math and history
has been extended to March 15,
it was announced by the committee
on scholarships.
The reason for the extended
deadline was that only one student
has applied in each of the areas
of Science-math and history. The
committee cannot award the schol-

Appleton and Field To Appear Thursday

Featured work for the program
will be the "Concerto for Two
Pianos and Orchestra" by the contemporary French composer Francis Poulenc. A favorite of concert
audiences everywhere, the concerto
is a brilliant composition feature
not only as a virtuoso display on
the part of the soloist but an accompaniment of brilliance and wit
Poulenc, who died last year, belonged to a group of French com-

posers known as "les six" including such other well-known names
as Honeggar and iMilhaud. The
group was most active in P a r i s
during the early p a r t of this century and sought to provide a complete contrast to the emotional
music of Wagner, so popular wih
European audiences at that time.
Vera Appleton and Michael Field
began their career in New York's
Town Hall in 1943 and since then
have m a d e more t h a n 700 appearances in 12 coast-to-coast tours.
Their repertoire includes first
performances of works by Stravinsky, Khatchaturian, Copland, Dello
Joio and others. They are the only

two duo-pianists ever to play three
Tow Hall concerts in three weeks
in a notable series entitled "Two
Pianos through Four Centuries."
Recently their performance of
Bach's "Art and F u g u e " in New
York brought r a v e reviews from
the critics. 'Earlier this esason
Appleton and Field appeared as
soloists with the Grand Rapids
Symphony Orchestra.
In addition to the Poulenc Concerto the soloists will play several other works from the unaccompanimented works for two pianos.
The orchestral p r o g r a m will
open with the Wagner Overture to
his opera "Rienzi," and will be
followed by two contrasting compositions by the English composer
Fredrick Delius entitled "March
Capriace" and "On Hearing the
First Cuckoo of Spring."
Following the pianist's appearance, the orchestra will continue
with a suite by the English composer Purcell from his opera "The
Virtuous Wife."
The program will be brought to
its conclusion with the performance
of a composition recently played
by the Hope College Orchestra
for its young people's concert,
"The Overture" by the English
composer Malcolm Arnold for Symphony Orchestra, Three Vacuum
Cleaners and a Floor Polisher
entiled "A G r a n d , Grand Festival
Overture."

PIANISTS MICHAEL FIELD AND VERA APPLETON

This composition of musical fun
will feature William Cathcart, John
Solodow and Larry DeBoer as the
vacuum cleaner artists; playing
the floor polisher will be Leon Van
'Dyke. There will be no admission
charge.

arship until more than one student
applies.
Dr. Paul Fried stated. "We would
prefer a sophomore for these
scholarships," but added the stipulation that the student must be
one who has expressed his desire
to m a j o r in one of the two areas
open for application.
Applications should be turned into Dr. Fried.

Albion Challenges Hope's Intellect;
'College Bowl' Contest To Be Held
The mail this week brought the
following challenge from Albion
college:
Students of Hope College:

The two-piano team of Appleton
and Field will appear as soloists
with the Hope College Orchestra
under the direction of Dr. Morrette Rider on Thursday night at 8:15
p.m. in Dimnent Memorial Chapel.

tural P r o g r a m Committee to invite
Dr. Hunold to speak at Hope College if he ever came to the United
States.
In addition to his public lecture
Monday night, Dr. Hunold will
speak before classes, during the
week he is on the Hope campus.
On Monday and Tuesday mornings
he will speak in chapel. He will
address the Business and Economics Club Tuesday night and will
speak to the International Relations Club at 6:45 p.m. on Wednesday in the Phelps conference room.

We at Albion College wish to take
this opportunity to formally challenge the intellectual capacity of
the 'Dutchmen in a "College Bowl"
contest to be held here Friday.
April 17.
'After our Homecoming football
"upset" last fall, we fully feel
that your luclu has ended. You
must now stand on your own, so
you can leave your rabbit-feet and
four leaf clovers at home.
The plan is as follows:
(1). The event will take place at
Albion on April 17 at 9 p.m.
(2). The contest will be patterned
after the TV "College Bowl" with
four representatives f r o m each
college. Answers will be judged
on promptness and correctness.
(3). Questions will be geared to
the well-educated liberal arts student and will consist of a primary
25-point question and five subsidiary 10-point questions. All questions will be obtained from professors at the University of Michigan or Michigan State University
and will remain in the hands of
the moderator, Dr. Lawrence
Meredith, professor of religion at
Albion, until the contest.
(4). Assisting the moderator will
be one student judge from Hope
and one from Albion.
We hope you will accept our
challenge with enthusiasm so that
we will see the entire college down
here on April 17. We feel that a
clash of two outstanding Michigan
liberal a r t s colleges should certainly prove to be an exciting
match.
Sincerely;
Rick Swanson
•Editor, Albion College Pleiad
John Lepard
President, Albion Student Council
In reply Student Senate president Dave Mouw stated, "The students of Albion College have indeed shown great courage to challenge this academically sound and
college bowl hardened institution
to an intellectual duel. This chal-

lenge will be brought before the
executive council Tuesday evening,
and although I personally feel that
it might be better to show m e r c y
to the students of Albion by sparing
them a certain and humiliating
defeat, I am quite sure that the
challenge will be accepted by the
committee.
"If the challenge is accepted,
work will begin immediately to
gather together the qualified persons. The matter should not be
taken lightly, as any upset on the
part of Albion would be analogous
to the recent Clay-Liston fight and
we all know what kind of tale
Cassius has been dishing out lately."

AFSC Member
To Visit Camp us
Hope College will be host to
Mrs. John Copps, a representative
of the American Friends Service
Committee who will visit the campus on the afternoon of March 11
to talk to students interested in
participating in any AFSC Summer
service projects.
AFSC s u m m e r service projects
are open to students of all races,
creeds and nationalities. They include work camps in over 20 countries, institutional Service Units
Jn mental hospitals and other institutions, peace caravans, projects in civil rights and community
relations. Summer projects last
from 8 to 10 weeks depending on
the project and students earn little
break even, or at times even pay
to participate in such projects.
The projects attempt to relieve
human suffering and find creative
solutions to tensions .between individuals, groups or nations. The
goal, according to AFSC, is not
to work for other people but to
work with other people; not just to
help others but to help others to
help themselves.
Students interested in talking
with Mrs. Copps should sign up in
Dean Hilmert's office.
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Christie Mystery Plot Entertains

Brian Dykstra To Perform at Hope,

In Foreign Film Festival at Park

To Offer Classical Piano Music

by Alan Jones
There is something about a British murder mystery that tantalizes
the imagination; there is something about an Agatha Christie
murder mystery which not only
tantalizes the imagination but tickles the funnybone as well.
With a deftness and dexterity
that are singularly hers. Miss
Christie creates characters, invents situations and manipulates
plots effectively enough to give
any respectable mystery lover a
fun-filled run for his money. Put
this all in a neatly directed celluloid package, add a dash of Margaret Rutherfor and you have the
perfect formula for a totally enjoyable movie evening.
Such was the case at the Park
Theatre Monday night. There
viewers were subjected to a rollicking whirlwind of intrigue, suspense and death called "Murder
at the Gallop." The over-all effect
of this film is not the usual heart
palpitations and sweat - stained
collars usually associated with
cleverly devised tales of treachery
and murder. It is rather, the feeling of having been on a hilarious
merry-go-round ride on which one
went a bit too fast to see the
scenery clearly, yet was still able
to enjoy every minute of it.
The cause of all this hilarity is.
of course, the inimitable Margaret

Rutherford. As the irrepressable
Miss Marple, self-made detective
and general busybody, she leads
the chase in search for the murderer of the sweet old owner of a
half-million dollars.
With the airs of a grand duchess
and the presence of a Mack truck,
she expertly proceeds to uncover
clues while rapidly evoking the
wrath and consternation of the
local police. This is done with nc
small danger to her own life and
limb. However, resolved to the execution of her civil duty, she braves
her narrow — and outrageously
humorous — escapes with unnerving aplomb.
To see Miss Rutherford in action
is to believe her. She creates
moods, imposes implications and
seemingly lifts or drops the audience with every surge or murmur
of the almost plastic folds of her
face. Dauntless of demeanor, bovine of countenance and totally
lovable, she finally unravels the
impending mysteries and swaggers
back to her housework.
Although at times the characterizations of the other actors bordered on caricature, the direction
was crisp and the Rutherford tremendous. These combined with a
good screenplay to make "Murder at the Gallop" one of the
Park's most delightful presentations.

Brian Dykstra, a student at the
Juilliard School of Music in New
York City, will present a recital
Sunday at 4 p.m. in Dimnent Memorial Chapel.
Dykstra, well known in local
music circles, has appeared in
numerous performances in past
years and has won acclaim as an
artist with a promising career.
Dykstra, the son of Dr. and Mrs.
D. Ivan Dykstra, attended Hope
for two years before enrolling at
Juilliard. For several years he was
the student of Dr. Anthony Kooi-

BRIAN DYKSTRA

Dr. Rylaarsdam To Speak
At Western in Special Course
inary. Rylaarsdam was granted a
Ph.D degree by the University of
Chicago in 1944. Central College
at Pella, Iowa conferred the D.D.
degree upon him in 1958.
In 1936 he published "Study of
Apocrypha and Pseudepigrapha
since Charles," and in 1947, "Exodus, Introduction and Exegesis."
He is a contributor to the New
Peake Bible Commentary and the
Interpretary Dictionary.
The public is invited to the lecture and coffee and rolls will be
served in the student commons
afterward.

Dr. J. Coert Rylaarsdam, professor of Old Testament theology
at the Divinity School of the University of Chicago will give a special lecture in the commons of Western Theological Seminary on
Thursday morning at 9 a.m.
The subject of Dr. Rylaarsdam's
address will be "The Novelty of
the New Covenant" in which he
will discuss the differences between the Jewish and Christian
faiths, specifically with respect to
eschatology.
A graduate of Hope College and
New Brunswick Theological Sem-

THE BELL TELEPHONE COMPANIES
SALUTE: DON LIEBERS
Recognize the man below? You may have seen him on your
campus. You see, Don Liehers (M.B.A., 1960) represents
Michigan Bell on many college campuses—Don's a Staff
Supervisor in the College Employment Section.
Don earned this important promotion after demonstrating his ability in both line and staff jobs. On one, as an
Accountant in Comptroller's Operations, he revised the
Revenue Accounting Department Instruction for billing
directory advertising —a m a j o r contribution.

Seeing what he could do, Michigan Bell next put Don
in c h a r g e of the 71 Data Processing people who, a m o n g
other duties, issue the c o m p a n y ' s entire monthly payroll!
Again Don proved himself, and again his reward was
a promotion—this time a full-level j u m p to Staff Supervisor.
Don Liebers, like many y o u n g men. is impatient to make
things happen for his c o m p a n y and himself. T h e r e are
few places where such restlessness is more welcomed or
rewarded than in the fast-growing telephone business.

BELL TELEPHONE COMPANIES

TELEPHONE MAN-OF-THE-MONTH

ker of the Hope music department
and presently studies under J a m e s
Friskin. After graduation in June
he will enter the E a s t m a n School
of Music in Rochester for advanced
study.
The program will open with
Brahms' "Variations on a Hungarian Song, Op. 21, No. 2." Then
Dykstra will perform Bach's " P a r tita in B Flat M a j o r " in six parts
— praeludium, allemande, corrente, sarabande, menuet I and
II and gigue. Chopin's "Barcarolle,
Op. 60" and Beethoven's "Sonata
in D Minor, Op. 31, No. 2" in three
movements — Largo - 'Allegro, Adagio and Allegretto — will follow.
Concluding the program he will
perform Schumann's "Voyage (A
Cycle of Five Pieces for P i a n o ) " ,
selection No. 4. "Decision" and
Scriabin's two etudes — "Op. 8,
No. 8. in A Flat Major" and "Op.
8. No. 12, in D Sharp Minor."

Senior Debater
Crozier Acclaimed
In State Tourney
Debate representatives f r o m
Hope participated in the State Debate Tournament held Feb. 22 at
Wayne State University, Detroit.
John Crozier took superior honors
in the tournament which is annually sponsored by the Michigan Intercollegiate Speech League.
Undefeated, the negative team
of Sue Radliff and Barbara Vanderwest won debates with St. Paul
Seminary of Saginaw, Wayne State
University and Eastern Michigan
University. Sue Radliff has now
won seven straight debates in two
tournaments.
Ruth De Boer and Linda Munro
in their affirmative stand defeated
Calvin College and the University
of Michigan and lost to Port Huron.
This contest involved debates on
the National debate topic of the
1963-64 year. Federal Aid to Higher Education.

WE NEED YOUR HEAD I N
OUR BUSINESS

POST'S BARBER SHOP
ThrM Barbara
Two blocks south of chaoel.

WE WILL
GLADLY ORDER
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Any Book Not In Stock
(including paperbacks)

BLUE KEY
BOOK STORE

Portable Stereo
Headquarters
special discounts to Hope
students
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RCA's Views on Morally Examined
by Chuck Manning
In the last three weeks we have
attempted to critically examine
the American moral crises and the
various approaches which have
been offered as resolutions of the
problem. Before we give what we
consider to be the most honest,
Christian, God-centered moral concepts, it is necessary to understand
and consider the position of the
Reformed Church of America on
sexual morality.
Explicit Statements
The search for explicit statements of belief on the subject by
the Reformed Church as a demonination yields nothing. A few articles have been written for the
Church Herald, notably a good
article and editorial written in the
Jan. 26, 1962 issue respectively by
Dr. Lars Granberg of the Hope
psychology department and Rev.
Louis Benes, editor of the Church
Herald, plus a column by Rev.
Howard G. Hageman in the J a n .
24. 1964 issue.
However, the general consensus
of
opinion
among
individuals
questioned on the subject appears
to be that the matter is left up
to the ministers and church members. The individuals concerned
with the problem are then left to
decide for themselves in the light
of Reformation, Calvinistic beliefs
on sexual morality.
In this context the belief is that
sex is a holy aspect of life given
by God to human beings as the
expression of love within marriage.
All other sexual union outside of
marriage is then the violation
against God's will.
All of which is. of course, right
and good in itself. However, some
questions arise, not out of the
impulse to try to get around this
premise, but in the necessity to
know the deeper meaning of the
belief and the practical implications and applications of this belief.

ELLIS JULIEN

.

What is marriage in this case?
Certainly not just the narrow sense
of ceremony and two names and
a few words in black and white.
Marriage must mean the complete
unity of two human beings to the
highest degree possible. It must be
the most total commitment possible between two persons. And
sex must be the expression of
that unity, not the basis of the
union. Thus, many people who
a r e legally married may never
achieve real marriage in the
greater sense. It is the tragedy of
the American sexual situation today that sex becomes the basis fpr
relationship rather than the expression of it.
Unity
In the context of the Christian
sense of morality the highest degree of unity — the goal which
must be preserved through the
mechanics of the morality — is the
committed relationship of two
people standing in a committed
relationship to God. One of the
central questions of the implications of morality then is "to what
degree can that relationship be
achieved before legal m a r r i a g e ? "
It is obvious that, within the
bounds which the individuals feel
are set by God in their situation,
a couple must reach the highest
possible degree of mutual commitment before marriage. Only
then can legal marriage be valid.
Thus, in a sense, the legal ceremony becomes the sign of that
commitment, making it legally irrevocable. The Reformed Church,
therefore, apparently sees the
ceremony as a symbol, a vow before God, much in the manner of
the ordained but concrete symbolism of baptism or communion.
Personal Commitment
The commitment to God, which
must be the basis of Christian mor-

GAYLE RUISARD

Ruisard, Julien To Present Recital
Of Classic and Contemporary Works
Gayle Ruisard, a senior from
Chicago, and Ellis Julien, a junior
from Oak Lawn, 111., will present
a joint recital Tuesday at 8:15
p.m. in Winants Auditorium.
Pianist Ruisard will perform
Beethoven's "Sonata Op. 27, No.
2" in three movements — Adagio
sostenuto. Allegretto and Presto
agitato and "The Moonlight Sonata " She will also play two piano
pieces by Brahms - "Intermezzo
in A M a j o r " and "Ballade in G
Minor."
Tenor Julien will sing three
groups of songs including selections by Handel, Hugo Wolf, Vaughan Williams and Paul Sargent.
Julien will be accompanied by
pianist Carol Diephouse, a senior
from Muskegon.
Miss Ruisard, a composite humanities major with a music core,
is presently student-teaching at
Van Raalte School. After graduation she plans to go into elemen-

tary teaching and
studies in music.

continue her

Presently a student of Mr.
Charles Aschbrenner, she studied
with Iris Bowman for three years.
Julien, a member of Sinfonia
Fraternity, directs the Motet Choir
at Third Reformed Church and the
choir of Zeeland's North Street
Christian Reformed Church which
sing on alternate Sunday nights.
He also directs the Sunday morning choir at the First Methodist
Church.
A student of Joyce Morrison,
Julien won the Illinois State Music
Contest in 1961, the Arendshorst
Freshman voice scholarship and
recently a scholarship to cover
vocal study costs for the present
year. He was last heard as featured soloist with the Sinfonia
Fraternity Society in a musical
program for the St. Cecelia Club
of Grand Rapids.

-

ality, is an intensely personal matter. Its only meaning and validity
arises from the fact that the hum a n being stands alone and stripped of facade before his God and
is touched by Him. On the individual level, the commitment of a
human being cannot be rationally
proved to anyone or analyzed by

The
American
Sexual
Revolution
+

+

+
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church display a positive guiding
attitude for young people for making their own individual decisions
based on a positive view of sex
in relationship to commitment. All
too infrequently does the church
set forth a view of sexual morality
based on a commitment expressing
"Thou shalt" rather than exhibits
of broken commandments, fornication, adultery and social shame.
And the fact that the church (or
at least the individuals representing the church to young people)
can too rarely discuss the subject
without obvious masks of embarrassment is very telling to young
people who seek honest answers.
Therefore, the church must not
view sexual morality as a series
of collective definitions; the church
must rather be a fertile ground in
which the individual can make his
own positive decisions.
This requires an ethic for the
strongly committed and disciplined. If the church has failed to
stem the moral crisis within even
its own general congregations,
perhaps it is because it has taken
the easy way out by simply seeing the morality as the ethic for
the weak, for people who cannot
accept the positive and would
surely go astray if they were not
given explicit limits. Too often it
appears to young people that the
collective church's sexual morality is completely based on the
dogma of total depravity rather
than on personal beliefs of love
and commitment.
Columnist's Views

anyone else; the individual Christian simply knows that it exists.
It is a relationship devoid of legalistic bargaining; it can never be
a community affair. The church
and the individual cannot provide
commitment; it comes only from
God.
Thus, we cannot judge how or
what God speaks to others. We
can only search out what is His
will for our own personal commitments. Each person must,
therefore, discover for himself
what he should do in situations requiring moral decisions, basing
his decisions on his own commitment to God and.to the other
persons or persons involved. The
completely personal nature of such
commitment demands that the individual cannot impose his decisions for moral action in his life
on others who must act by their
personal commitments.
For example, we have tried to
show that no hard and fast line
can be drawn for all cases in the
area of sexual morality. Thus, in
a given situation a simple kiss may
'be so sexually arousing to a given
individual that he may feel that
for him in that situation it is
wrong. Yet, he cannot make a
general rule for everyone else to
follow. Such possibilities and reasoning can exist in all areas of
morality.
Only when a person's opinions
violate the freedom of others to
act by their commitments can
other persons consider the individual to be wrong.
Church Problems
It is in the context of this necessitated, personal nature of commitments that the church faces
problems in the area of sexual
morality.
Morality is being too frequently
taught by the churches as a matter of limits — a system of "Thou
shalt nots" which too easily stagnate into social rules to be accepted
wholesale because they are there.
Much too often the attitude of the
church appears to young people
to be totally abstract in its presentation of its view of sex and
largely negativistic in its practical
applications. It appears that many
young people see most of what the
church has to say about sex as a
series of warnings. To relegate
morality to such a context is to
ignorantly handle dynamite in
these modern times.
Apparently, rarely does the

In the Jan. 24, 1964 issue of the
Church Herald, columnist Howard G. Hageman, one of the
church's finest writers, expressed
the following viewpoint (the italics
are mine).
". . . .1 have to admit that the
problem ^sexual immorality) is
a real one and a growing one.
And it seeirf? to be the case that
the church is not very effective
fn arresting it. While I realize
that there is more to it than can
be discussed in this short article,
there are some reasons for the
church's ineffectiveness which occur to me.
"1. Our sexual standards (or
lack of them) are simply one manifestation of what someone has
called our 'sensate culture.' We
live in a world which places supreme value on immediate experience, quick success and has little
interest in long-term gains and intangible values.
"But all too often, instead of protesting against this sensate culture,
the church falls right in with it.
When the principal emphasis in
many a congregation is on the
number of members and the size
of the budget, when eminent preachers tell us about bewildered per-

sons who by prayer have m a d e
themselves into great financial
successes, when many of our
churches are giving thousands to
pull down their barns and build
greater and are giving pennies for
the redemption of the world, just
how seriously is anyone going to
take our feeble piping about the
importance of the spiritual as opposed to the material? So long
as the church continues to represent sanctified affluence, it is going to have precious little to say
to the moral standards of anyone,
young or old.
"2. We are paying the price, it
seems to me, for keeping morality
in the realm of legalism. When it
comes to sexual behavior, we a r e
still in the position of saying "Thou
shalt not" and trying to re-enforce
our prohibitions with all kinds of
sanctions. Frankly, with the rising
generation this butters very few
parsnips. But I read or hear very
little which attempts to interpret
sexual morality in the realm of
interpersonal relationships. The
Christian commitment (we can do
very little about pagan morality,
as St. Paul long ago ol^erved) to
treat persons as persons, to act
toward them redemptively seems
to be something about which we
say very little. Could it be because
we are afraid of the directions in
which it would take us in other
relationships besides the sexual
ones?
"Well, be that as it may, I am
convinced that we badly need a
reinterpretation of Christian ethic
in the light of the Christian Gospel. Mind you, I am all in favor
of the law, but of the law of love.
Only that kind of commitment, it
seems to me, can be strong enough
to resist the pull of our sensate
culture. Perhaps if we begin our
ethical teaching not on the basis
of "Thou shalt not" but "Thou
shalt love they neighbor as thyself," we shall have something
to say that will be both significant
and helpful to young and middleaged alike in this depersonalized
and material age."

UPCOMING MONDAY NIGHT
FILMS AT PARK THEATER
March 2 — ''Four Days of
Naples"
March 9 — "Gold Rush"
(Charlie Chaplin)
March 16 — "Richard III"
(Laurence Olivier)
March 23 — "Arturo's Island"
Also, The Park will feature
Frederico Fellini's "S'/j," April
9-10-11.

In Hope Church on Sunday

the Church School Class will meet at 9:30 in the Manse
Corporate Worship will be held at 9:30 and 11:00 a.m.
with Mr. Hillegonds preaching
the College Discussion Group will meet in the Manse
at 7:00 p.m.

From the Minister's Notebook:
''The gulf between the man in the street and the man
in the pew is not a gulf created by holiness. If we were
saints, the man in the street would not be suspicious,
would not be frightened by us. It is not goodness that
alienates the nonchurchgoer; it is unimaginative goodness, the goodness that deals in stereotypes and labels.

. . . Christianity cannot be adequately described in
ethical terms, however richly it issues in ethical directions. It is primarily a relationship to God resulting in
freedom from slavery, in a creative, spontaneous attitude to life and people."

HOPE CHURCH
7 7 W . l l f h Street

February 28, 1964
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Book Loses Artistry in Celluloid Form

t

•THE LIVING ROOM' — B . J. Berghorst and Katherine Lenel rehearse their roles in the next P&M production.

P & M Slates 'The Living Room';
Production Scheduled March 19-21
Grahame Greene's first play,
'The Living Room," called "the
best play of its English generation,"
has been scheduled by the Little
Theatre for a three - nighl
production opening March 19, according to David P. Karsten, director of theatre.
Leading the cast a r e sophomore
Kathy Lenel as Rose and senior
John Melichar as the professor
Michael Dennis, also B. J . Berghorst, '63 graduate, as F a t h e r
J a m e s Browne.
Subject m a t t e r , says Karsten,
can be compressed into two plots
— one is paraphrased by Shaw:
"you can't make a m a n Christian
unless you first make him believe
that he is a s i n n e r : " and one by a
nameless theatrical m a n a g e r : "the
triangle isn't eternal but it's good
for six months at the box office."
Greene welds these two texts, one
theoretical and one commercial
into a dramatic unity.
Pinero shocked a Victorian audience with the notorious Mrs. Ebbsmith by making the heroine
throw a Bible into the fire; but
immediately comforted them by allowing her to pull it out again. Mr.
Greene's heroine more or less
chucks it in and leaves it there.
4

She is a 20-year-old orphan who is
in love with a middle-aged lecturer
in psychology and the couple is
burdened with his hysterical wife.
This is the triangle. Mr. Greene
universalizes it.
The girl comes to live with a p a i r
of ancient aunts and an aged uncle
who is a crippled priest. They live
in a somber house in which strange
rituals persist; among these customs is a refusal of one of the
aunts to admit that she ever goes
to the bathroom except to take a
bath. In their childish fear of
death the two old ladies have
closed every room in which anyone has died. The younger of the
two learns of the girl's adultery
and threatens her with mortal sin.
The wheelchair priest tries TO
heighten the girl's guilt feelings
while the psychiatrist lover seeks
to eliminate them. She is caught
between her lover and her G o d between an earthly and a heavenly father substitute — and finally
cries out to the priest that she is
one of God's happy failures.
As the play rises to a climax
the psychiatrist's wife, a seeming
neurolic, stages a suicide attempt
which restores to her husband a
shamed sense of his own guilt.

by Dr. Gerhard Megow
Like any novel which m a k e s the
transition from the book to the
screen, Thomas Mann's "Buddenbrooks" also shows the marring
of its artistic plumage as a resut
of this process, only more so, because this novel is one of the recognized masterpieces of world literature.
This does not mean that the film
is not good. On the contrary, after
a somewhat sluggish start there
is captivating action, intriguing
character portrayal, and a lively
variety of scenes and settings
which keeps the interest of the
observer at a satisfactory pitch.
However, the very wealth of characters and tableaus which Mann
uses in the exposition of his lengthy and panoramic novel makes
it also somewhat hard for the observer to find the guiding thread
which collects the various isolated
screen actions into a meaningful
whole. This is particularly so.
since this first part of the film —
I understand the showing of the
second part is to follow at some
later time — barely gets beyond
the expository stage of the novel.
When Thomas Buddenbrook, the
central character of the novel,
leaves with his bride Gerda for
their honeymoon at the end of the
film, we a r e on page 286 of this
novel of 729 pages, and as far as
the novel is concerned, things do
not really begin to fall in place until the last third of the book.
It would also be necessary to be
rather adequately familiar with
Thomas Mann's book, would one
want to capture at least some of
the mood and aura which the author imparts to his characters and
the settings in which they move.
Without that, we might be watching an interesting film but — with
the exception of mere external action — not much of Thomas Mann's
"Buddenbrooks."
The sub-title of the work is: "The
Decline of a Family." The book
moves through four generations.

The film omits the first, oldest,
sturdiest and healthiest no-nonsense generation in the person of
old Johann Buddenbrook, father of
Consul Johann Buddenbrook and
builder of the family's wealth and
prestige, and thus fails to present
the starting premise on which
much of the significance of Mann's
artistic intention in this work rests.
The film also fails to show the beginning of the weakening of the
sense of purposeful direction in
Consul Johann Buddenbrook evidenced in a penchant for religious
thought and speculative reflection.
Consul Johann is also the subject
of several other digressions of the
film from the novel. In the novel
he dies rather peacefully behind
his desk after suffering a heart
attack. The victim of the brick
thrown into the coach is not Consul Johannes, who did not even
ride that coach, but his fatherin-law, the aged and proud patrician. Consul Kroger. And it is not
the brick that kills him but the
fuming indignation of the old man
about having been touched by an
action of the "canaille." the despicable plebeians whom he. in his
own days, would have cleared off
the street with canistershot. The
action, as portrayed in the film,
misses completely the subtle but
potent display of c'ashing psychological forces which are indicative
of the inexorable march of time
across the debris of human institutions, one of the main themes
in Mann's novel. It is also not
Thomas who has to extract his
sister Antonia (Tony) Buddenbrook
from the grasping claws of her
bankrupt husband Bendix Grunlich.
but Consul Johannes Buddenbrook
himself, thus making this an affair
between father and daughter which
is filled psychologically with a
much more pervasively throbbing
intensity, since it was the father
who had gently but firmly persauded his daughter to betray her love
for Morten Schwarzkopf in the interest of "family prestige and mon-

e y , " and who now had to "eat
crow" so-to-speak.
The characters af Tony, Christian, Thomas, and Gerda Arnoldsen, his later wife, although appealingly and convincingly portrayed, a r e nevertheless at best
approximations of the f i g u r e s
which look and breathe at us from
the pages of Thomas Mann's novel.
Much of this shortcoming is no
doubt a result of the incomparable
richness, variation, subtlety, and
suggestiveness of Thomas Mann's
masterfully impressionistic style
which simply cannot be reproduced
through action on the screen.
Another reason is that the film
cannot employ Thomas Mann's literary technique in the book of inserting himself as author and interpreter between the reader and
his characters and their actions.
The film thus often loses for the
observer minute but important distinctions or significances which
Mann can communicate to the
reader by suggestive choice of
words or by outright comparison,
explanation or interpretation.
But even after granting all this,
the discriminating observer will
still find other perhaps avoidable
deficiencies in the character portrayals. The Tony of the film succeeds in showing us the lovable,
naturally-honest, and trusting naiv.
ete of Thomas Mann's Tony. What
the film does not show, is the exasperating aspect of Tony's naivete
which Thomas Mann brings out in
the novel, her ability to say the
right things at the wrong time and
in the wrong places, completely
unaware of any clumsiness. In her
lurks unconsciously a shrewd naiv.
ely arrogant egotism, planted there
because from childhood on she has
been vaguely impressed with the
fact that she is a "Buddenbrook,"
not really understanding, however,
what the implications are which
those around her see in this fact.
It is this uncomprehended sense
of importance which confuses h e (Continued on page 5)

Kesey Book on Asylum Life
Shows Reach for Humanity
("One Flew Over the Cuckoo's
Nest" is a recent novel by Ken
Kesey. Mr. Kesey has studied under a Saxton Fellowship and a
Woodrow Wilson scholarship at
Stanford.
The hardcover edition was published by Viking Press, and the
novel is available as a Signet Books
paperback.)
Ken Kesey's world of the mental
hospital is a m a c a b r e one. On one
side of the ward are the "Chronics" and "Vegetables" who in their
literal rotting away smell worse
than a dirty diaper. On the other
side are the "Acutes" who carry
a "jumbled machinery" around
where a working brain once was,
who can't face the truths they know
about themselves, and who have
forgotten how to laugh.
Into this world saunters the lusty,
ribald Randle Patrick McMurphy.
He doesn't come because he h a s
to, though, but rather for a change
of scenery (by pretending insanity). And from that point on the
scenery does change. No longer
is the Big Nurse the absolute authority she had been over the entire
ward, including the namby-pamby
consulting psychiatrist.
Within a very short time Mc
Murphy has won the confidence
of the other patients if only for his
stand against the Big Nurse's irrational dicipline. Eventually the
nurse realizes the futility of opposing him outright and resolves
to give him time to wear himself
out and perhaps forget his cause.
What is his cause? McMurphy
in all his crudeness, simplicity and
vulgarity is wise enough to understand the basic problem the majority of the Acutes face, namely
their loss of a sense of their own
humanity, of their own sanity in
the insane outside world. How can
he restore this scene? In his brave

and daring revisions of ward life,
in his audacity before the Big
Nurse, his gala party in the ward,
complete with prostitute " a u n t s , "
and in his hijacking a boat for the
inmates' fishing trip—in all this
McMurphy wants to build confidence and restore courage in lives
that lack only this.
In order to do this he must somehow make them see, as Bromden
finally does, that "you have to
laugh at the things that hurt you
just to keep yourself in balance,
just to keep the world from running
you plumb crazy." In the masterfully created fishing trip episode
McMurphy does succeed at least
in helping his fellows laugh.
This is not all McMurphy does.
He makes George Sorensen feel
needed, he rebiulds self - confidence in Billy Babbit, Martini,
and Harding, and he makes it poss.
ible for Chief Bromden, an Jndian
who feigns deafness and muteness
and through whom the narrative
is related, to see some good in
the life around him. "There is
generally one person in every situation you must never underestimate the power of" — and Mc
Murphy is that person.
But he goes too far. and the
by this time underestimated power
of the "Combine"— the Authority
— shows its full power of destruction in an unforgettable crashing
climax.
As a novel, "One Flew Over the
Cuckoo's Nest" is significant in
that it is the problem of a character in dislocation who in the
face of the absurdity of his disorientation seeks and can be said to
achieve fulfillment beyond that
very absurdity. The novel speaks
to us as being 'those who "have
crept from the battlefield and permitted others to bear the shock of
the struggle."

GETTING TO KNOW YOU — The Freshman Chorus practice the selections from "The King and I'
which it will present at the Sing March 21.

The Dilettante

The Lost Mind
We were sitting in the anchor
office when a stranger appeared.
Obviously looking for someone who
was not with us, she asked "Is
anybody in the smoker?"
"Lots of bodies." my friend replied. "No minds, but lots of bodies."
In the early years of this century
a woman with a cigarette in her
hand was an awesome creature.
She smoked because she wished
to shock society. She was asserting
her individuality — her equality.
Women who smoked were avantgarde. They were free thinkers
with low heels and high ideals.
When I came to Hope I spent
a good deal of time in the smoker
looking for intelligent co-ed companionship. I soon gave up the
idea of finding intellectual girls.
In time I decided that although
they had powerful voices, smoking
had somehow softened the brains
of the nicotine set.
But this is unfair. Surely the
smoker girls are not intellectuals,
but you could almost count the
number of intellectual girls at
Hope on the fingers of your left
foot. Intelligence is something to

hide. It's not important. It's not
feminine.
Who decided that women who
think are not feminine? Betty Frieden in "the Feminine Mystique"
lays the blame at the feet of the
Madison Avenue ad-men.
It is a very definite fact that
the American housewife suffers
from a "vague unrest." This phenomena usually begins within the
first five years of m a r r i a g e . Women who have modern homes,
healthy children and hard-working
husbands feel that "something"
is missing. And they feel guilty.
Why do they feel quilty? The answer lies in mass advertising. The
television viewer sees approximately six minutes of advertising per
hour. Radio listeners hear more.
And magazines could almost be
given away because ads play such
a l a r g e p a r t in their financing.
The ads are aimed a t the women
as the main purchasers in the U.S.
Toothpastes, laundry detergents,
coffee brands and p e r f u m e s implicitly guarantee an exotic sex
life for the housewife-purchaser.
Any product that is not sold with
the implicit guarantee of romantic

hy l)avKi v<)n lns

nirvana is sold to the "competent woman whose decisions in the
home a r e as important as those
made in a chemist's laboratory."
Of course women think. They
think about sandwich spreads and
dental hygiene (with oral dentafrice) and slip-covers. "Not very
exciting," you say. That is precisely the opino inof the housewife.
Exciting as suburban living is supposed to be, it leaves the housewife with the feeling that it is
not enough. She doesn't know why.
And she feels guilty. Where did
she fail?
All her Jife the American woman
is shown a Madison Avenue makebelieve of m a r r i e d life. Insidiously
the advertisements take effect.
The woman in the ad is always
beautiful, always happy, and always is ignorant as an aborigine
about anything except home, husband and kids.
So the Hope College girls hide
their intellects, their individuality.
All women do. It's expected. Yet
it is the intellect, the individuality
that alone is the answer to the
problem of "the feminine mystique."
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anchor Mail
Tuesday night I was fortunate
enough to witness the irresponsible
action of the Student Senate in regard to the question of the National Student Association. This
organization was accused of m a n y
things but primarily of having leftist or Communist leanings. As evidence of its tendencies, a report
p r e p a r e d by the Young A m e r i c a n s
for F r e e d o m was offered. The f a c t
is that the Young Americans for
F r e e d o m is just the opposite side
of the spectrum. Whether the r e p o r t
of this organization is reliable is
questionable, for the tendecy of
rightist groups is to label anything liberal as leftist. Communist
etc.
The result of this meeting was
the resolution to the Intellectual
Affairs Committee and " a n y other
interested organization" " t o look
into the issues as set*up by the
NSA."
In spite of the dubious, ambiguous, and ineffectual wording of
this resolution, my main reason
for labeling this action of the
Senate as irresponsible is that it
acted on the basis of insufficient
evidence. I am not saying t h a t
Hope should join the NSA, but I
a m saying t h a t the m a t t e r should
have
been
investigated
more
thoroughly. It is no yaffing m a t t e r .
At any r a t e , best wishes to Hollenbach and friends in "stimulating i n t e r e s t . "

Buddenbrooks
(Continued from page 4)
intuitively healthy judgement and
lets her m a k e all sorts of silly
m i s t a k e s in her life but also protects her from any real suffering
because of these mistakes.
Christian, who is T h o m a s Mann's
first and caricatured presentation
of the hypertrophied esthetic and
artistic potentialities in m a n .
shows too much appealing rascally
c h a r m of a Danny Kay variety to
b r i n g ' out the displeasure which
Mann no doubt wants the reader
to experience as he observes
Christian's progress, or r a t h e r regress, through the pages of the
novel. A g r e a t e r kinship, for instance, to a character like that of
the roue Spandrell in Huxley's
"Point Counter P o i n t " would have
helped. The film shows little indication of the m a c a b r e , necrophilous, tenaciously slinky, and plaintively aggressive destructiveness in
Christian and lets us hardly suspect t h a t he, as the last survivor
of the once proud Buddenbrooks,
will in the end b e shut away in an
a s y l u m , when the prostitute to
whom he is addicted and whom
he finally contrives to m a r r y h a s
him pronounced mildly insane in
order to b e rid of him and yet
continue to enjoy her promiscuous
life with t h a t p a r t of the Buddenbrook m o n e y which he h a s b r o u g h t
into the m a r r i a g e
Gerda, a p a r t f r o m r e m a i n i n g

Coming Events

Scared or Lazy?

FRIDAY, FEB. 28
Hope College took a step b a c k w a r d s Tuesday evening.
We h a v e all been exposed to the appeal
to involve ourselves as Christians in the world.
The action of Student Senate this week reveals
that, although m a n y may desire to involve
themselves, there is also a subtle f e a r that such
involvement will somehow be detrimental by
disturbing our traditional way of doing things.
When first exposed to the challenge of involvement, most of us wonder in what w a y we
can act. .We seem anxious to join the fight but
don't know exactly how to go about it. A practical avenue to express our concern w a s available to Senate — t h e National Student Association.
NSA takes stands on issues of concern to
students throughout the nation and the world,
as we!l as on the individual c a m p u s . By participating in the decision-making process, Hope
students would have to get involved in the world.
NSA provides assistance to the local c a m p u s
on problems of student government and political
action.
The current group responsible for this a r e a
of concern is the intellectual a f f a i r s c o m m i t t e e .
This committee has done little this y e a r , largely
because no one knew exactly how to go about
"getting i n v o l v e d " — a n d the student leadership
of this c a m p u s s e e m s pretty well agreed that
this is the basic problem. NSA provides a practical set-up for dealing with problems of student

throughout the novel a r a t h e r aloof
yet potent artistic background reality, so far is too little shown in
the film to gain identity with Thomas Mann's c h a r a c t e r . She is just
beautiful, serene, and stately. The
film does not bring out what Thomas Mann suggests when he descibes Gerda with the following
words which "leitmotivish" recur
at various places in the ndvel;
"The heavy dark-red h a i r f r a m e s
her white f a c e and bluish shadows
ring t h e corners of h e r narrowly
placed brown eyes." In other
words, her artistic -perfection rend e r s her unfit for healthy motherhood, as b o r n e out l a t e r in t h e
novel. The film does not convey
to the viewer G e r d a ' s subcutaneous
frailty and brittleness and her migraine-prone hypersensitivity.
It is p e r h a p s T h o m a s Buddenbrook who in the film comes nearest to the T h o m a s of the novel,
although he s e e m s a little too solidly composed — physically a s well
as psychologically — t o foreshadow
in any way his r a t h e r rapid later
decline. His love a f f a i r with the
flowershop girl Anna is too deep
and too genuine in the film. The
novel sees it m u c h m o r e as a cooly
undertaken a f f a i r of p l e a s u r e with
very little genuine emotional involvement and the consciously accepted f a c t of unbridgeable d a s s
distinctions between the two.
At this s t a g e of the film, not
m u c h m o r e c a n b e fruitfully said.
Some of the observations about

Sibylline Formal
Sigma Sigma Formal

concern and offers a wealth of experience and
information to the local campus. Current campus organizations h a v e not adequately involved
themselves not for lack of interest but because
they lack the practical, effective m e a n s provided by a group such as NSA.
The m o s t discouraging aspect of Tuesday's
meeting was the grounds of some Student Sena t e m e m b e r s for rejecting the motion. Many
of NSA's stands a r e liberal — too liberal to satisfy m a n y students on this campus. Yet the m e m ber school is not bound in any way to support
stands with which it disagrees.
The reason for NSA's liberal leanings is that
m a n y conservatives f e a r involvement — liberals
are left to run the NSA. If those students who
oppose the stands of NSA really h a v e confidence
in their convictions, they will not hesitate to
join the organization and fight for acceptance
of their views. We can only conclude that the
liberalism of NSA is due to the fact that most
American students a r e liberal or that conservatives have lacked the courage to speak up.
Those who f e a r involvement because the ideas
of others differ f r o m their own a r e failing to
meet the challenge of today's world.
Student Senate should reconsider its decision of Tuesday evening. The issues involved
should be brought to the entire student body
and discussed. The final decision
the proposal
ought to be placed in the hands of the students,
through a student referendum.
—C.M.

the c h a r a c t e r s m a y have to be revised a f t e r the viewing of the second p a r t . As was stated before,
this first p a r t of the film does not
go very f a r beyond the exposition
of the novel. The main events, and
with them the demonstration of
the main theses of the novel, a r e
still to come. It is quite possible
that the c h a r a c t e r s in t h e film
will then gain a g r e a t e r m e a s u r e
of identity with t h e c h a r a c t e r s of
the novel.
It will then also be the t i m e
to speak about the decline through
the four generations of Buddenbrooks and the parallel developm e n t s in the social s t r u c t u r e of
the t i m e a s a whole, a s well as
about the author's ideological indebtedness to Schopenhauer, Nietzsche, and Wagner. In the first p a r t
of the novel as covered b y t h e
film, there a r e some r e m o t e rumblings foreshadowing f u t u r e dangers, yet they a r e hardly noticeable under the (general a p p e a r a n c e
of success and prosperity that p r e vails up to and some t i m e beyond
T h o m a s Buddenbrook's m a r r i a g e .
As T h o m a s himself l a t e r observes,
when adversity b e s e t s h i m : "Often
the outwardly visible m a t e r i a l
symbols and signs of success show
only then, w h e n the process of decomposition h a s a l r e a d y s t a r t e d .
The e x t e r n a l manifestations need
t i m e — l i k e the light of the s t a r s
up t h e r e which in reality m a y b e
extinguished when for us it is still
shining at its b r i g h t e s t . "

SATURDAY. FEB. 29
Basketball: Adrian at Hope, Civ.
ic Center, 8 p . m .

SUNDAY, MARCH 1
Recital: Dykstra
chapel, 4 p.m.

and

Kooiker,

TUESDAY, MARCH 3
Recital: Julien
chapel, 8 p.m.

and

Ruisard,

THURSDAY, MARCH 5
Orchestra Concert, chapel, 8:15
p.m.

FRIDAY, MARCH 6
Knick F o r m a l

SATURDAY, MARCH 7
Mortar Board Film, Snow Auditorium, 7, 9 p.m.

on comoi
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To The Hoop
by James Mace
With the inability to publish two
columns a week, I saved this one
concerning the Hope-Calvin g a m e
of Feb. 19 for this week.
Having been one of the many who
jammed into the Orand Rapids
Civic Auditorium, I feel I can speak
with some authority on the treatment Hope College students received, seating wise, at that game.
It must be remembered that
when Calvin played here early in
January, the students from Calvin
were given a section on the north
side of the Civic Center. I ought to
know, I had to sit right next to
them. Thus it would only seem fair
that if we could reserve them a
section in our much smaller Civic
Center, they could hold open a section for the Hope students who
bought the 200 student tickets allotted us. However, our dear friends
to the northeast, seemed little concerned with the welfare of Hope
students, and, on the contrary, concentrated all their efforts in an
attempt to make Hope appear nonexistent at the game.
When our cheer leaders came
out to lead a cheer, I'm sure they
found it difficult to pick out a spot
that held more then four or five
Hope Students. This definitely
weakened the effectiveness of the
cheers and most certainly did not
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aid the morale of the team.
The more I looked around that
evening at the diverse seating arrangements of the Hope students,
the more amazed I was a t the
fact that the team was allowed
to sit together on the Ibench. I
was shocked to see Coach DeVette
sitting with the team. I felt sure
the president of Calvin's Council
would be offered the choice seats
first. I guess the coach has more
influence up there than I thought.
One final point I should bring
out is that even with tickets in
their possession many Hope students found it impossible to find
seats and they had to stand for
the entire game, although at many
places around the auditorium the
police forced them to move if they
didn't have seats. Again I speak
not merely from hearsay but from
direct experience. I stood for the
entire game in the midst of the
most obnoxious bunch of Calvinists anyone could imagine. Don't
let anybody tell you that the press
gets game privileges. At least I
didn't get any splinters in my. . . .

"I am the greatest," shouts Cassius Clay, and he is right. Sonny
Liston, the unbeatable " B e a r , " has
been beaten. He was beaten because his shoulder was dislocated,
but who dislocated it for him?
Clay did! He was beaten because
his eyes were swollen an bloody,
but who cut them? Clay did! He
was beaten by a man with speed
and agility, but who was this m a n ?
Cassius Clay, that's who. My hat
is off to Cassius Marcellus Clay.

First National Bank

VanWieren Stars as Hope Tops Olivet
By Gordon Korstange
Led by Clare Van Wieren's 35
points and the clutch play of Bill
Potter, Hope College narrowly averted an upset by defeating Olivet
College 94-91 at Olivet last Saturday.

It was Potter's tip-in with one
second remaining that enabled
Hope to tie the Comets 86-86 and
send the game into an overtime
period. After blowing a 46-40 halftime lead the Flying Dutchmen
rallied from an 86-80 deficit with

Kazoo Hornets Eke Out Victory
In Clash With Flying Dutchmen
by Steve De Pree
Victimized again by erratic
shooting, the Flying Dutchmen
were quelled by the Hornets from
Kalamazoo 103-98 in what turned
out to be a frantic duel Wednesday night at the Holland Civic
Center.
Hope shot 11 times from the field
but made only 35 per cent of them.
This tells a good part of the story
as the Hornets gunned for 53 per
cent field goal average. Add to
this the fact that Kalamazoo outshined the Blue and Orange at the
free throw line and it is seen that
shooting accuracy was the telling
difference.

Hope got as close as four points
toward the final minutes. This is
quite remarkable considering their
plight at the end of the first half.
There were four other Hope
players who scored in double figures besides high g a m e scorer,
Glenn Van Wieren. Ron Venhuizen
gunned for 20 in the second half
to end up with 22. Also Chris Buys,
Ron TeBeest and Clare Van Wieren had good point totals.
Kalamazoo's high pointmaker
was Dick Johnson with 22 markers.

Serving the Holland area since 1872

The spectators were in for a lot
of excitement in the booming second half. Hope scored a big 64
points during this half. But this
was still not enough to curb the
balanced Kalamazoo attack. Hope
frantically clawed at the Hornets'
lead as the squad began to click.
Chris Buys, Ron Venhuizen and
Clare Van Wieren all turned in
comeback performances to m a k e
up for poor first half showings.

Hope Women
Beat Olivet, 80-18

WESTERN MICHIGAN'S LARGEST
GREETING CARD DEPARTMENT
Featuring: Contemporary & Studio C a r d i , Ring Booki, Papers, Pens

Downtown — Next to Penney's

At our River Avenue Store
New and Used Typewriters — Rentals — Expert Repair Service
Save 2 0 % On All Portable Typewriters

Van Raalte's Restaurant

HERFST
STUDIO AND PHOTO SUPPLY

Complete Dinners

PORTRAITS — PICTURE FRAMES — CAMERAS
PROJECTORS — FILMS — PHOTO FINISHING

Banquets for 20 - 300

We Give S&H Green Stampg
BRING YOUR DATE, PARENTS, OR FRIENDS!

7 West 8th Street

(Special

The Flying Dutchmen will close
out their 1963-64 season with a
game with Adrian Bulldogs tomorrow night at the Civic Center.

WAA BASKETBALL — Hope's feminine cagers struggle against
their Olivet counterparts in the game which Hope won, 80-18.

''EVERYTHING FOR SCHOOL"

Zeeland

In the overtime period, Bill Potter again saved the Dutch by scoring four of Hope's first six points
and the game was finally clinched
when Clare Van Wieren added
twov f r e e throws with a half a
minute remaining.
Pacing the 'Dutch, who evened
their season's record at ten and
ten, was sophomore forward Clare
Van Wieren who far and away
played his best game of the season. Clare was followed by another sophomore, Chris Buys, who
popped in 18 markers. Rounding
out the scoring for the Dutch was
Ron Venhuizen with 13, Glenn Van
Wieren, 11, Bill Potter, 11, Ron
TeBeest, 3, and Dean Overman,
3. Guard Ed Donaldson led Olivet
with 24 points, while Mike Rabbers
tallied 17.

Glenn Van Wieren was his usual
fantastic self as he swished 24
points through the nets and maneuvered for 15 vital rebounds.
Glenn and Ron TeBeest helped the
hobbling Blue and Orange through
the disastrous first half. The half
ended with Hope behind by a margin of 48-34. Glenn and Ron had
held Hope in the ball game by
scoring 12 and 7 markers respectively during the initial half.

Fris

OF HOLLAND

Potter's play capping off the rally. Olivet failed to score in the
last two miutes thus allowing the
Dutchmen to tie the score.

Phone EX 2 - 2 6 6 4

Dinners for 95c)

With three girls hitting the 20point mark for Hope, the women of
Hope solidly trounced the girls
from Olivet by the score of 80-18.
Leading all scorers was sophomore Debbie Osborne with 25
points. She was closely followed by
Delia Kuiper with 22 and Karen
Cushman with 21. Mary Hast led
the Comets with ten markers, but
she could do little to stop the
sharpshooting Hope women, who
won one of their most lopsided
victories.
Earlier the women of Orange and
Blue were defeated by the giris
from Calvin, thus completing a
clean sweep in basketball this year
for the Knights, by the score of
38-22. Karen Cushman was the big
gun for Hope as she hit for twelve
points to lead all scorers. Wiers
and Danhof led Calvin with ten and
nine points respectively.
The split of these two games
gave the Hope squad an overall
two and two record. The girls
wind up their season on Sat. with
an away game at Western Michigan University.

MODEL LAUNDRY
PLACE

EMBASSY TRAVEL SERVICE INC.
International Jet Travel

LAUNDRY & DRY CLEANING
Free Pickup and Delivery To All Dormf And
Fraternity Houses

Wally Karachy

A & W ROOT BEER
Olive King Burger

DAILY PICKUP and DELIVERY

164 W. Central

AT KOLLEN HALL — 5:30 P.M.

Two Patties of Choice Beef
Melted Cheese, Lettuce-Tomato
and Our Own Olive Dressing
Served on a Rusk Bun

Zeeland

P R 2-2376

9 7 East 8Hi Street

Phone EX 2 - 3 6 2 5

45c

